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Abstract

This paper rejects the view that planners plan for use, not people. We observe that planners often see human needs and behavior to be peripheral to practice, focusing on financial, technical, material or environmental considerations. We argue that people — through social issues, social processes, and social organization — are fundamental to all planning activities. Therefore, all planners must more effectively integrate the social dimensions of planning into practice. The article first discusses several shifts in the social sciences, and second, examines three Canadian case studies: ecosystem planning and management in a UNESCO biosphere reserve; infrastructure planning in a northern resource town; and regional planning for homelessness in a medium-size metropolitan region. The paper concludes with a discussion of common strategies, successes, and challenges, highlighting the role of planners in the integration of social dimensions into planning practice.

Introduction

Urban planners frequently invoke the expression, “planners plan for use, not people.” This phrase is a classic reflection of modernist assumptions about the neutral and objective planner and the homogeneous community. It is meant to conceptually separate those legitimately planned, broad community patterns ostensibly established upon principles of public interest, from the parochial tastes, values, and needs of individuals and minority interest groups. Planners, in the “use not people” approach, should adhere to principles of the former, and not yield to the demands of the latter.

One of the weaknesses of this approach is that it falsely divides issues related to people from issues related to land use. We assert the oppo-
site. In almost every case, planners plan for people, not buses, not malls, not suburban neighborhoods, not factories, not sewer lines, nor rivers. Ultimately, all planning activities serve the needs and interests of people. Yet during the modern era, reductionist tendencies have separated disciplines, professions, and thinking into distinct specializations. This reductionism permits planners to follow the “use not people” approach. It allows planners to separate out social dimensions from most planning activities, and focus decision-making on financial, technological, material, and environmental considerations, without also fully considering the underlying needs and behaviors of human beings. Modernist reductionism also prevents the effective integration of the social sciences into planning. As a result, most planning for “social” issues, including education, employment, social welfare, public health, and community development, are addressed primarily through social policy fields. “Social planning” is largely ignored by the mainstream planning profession, regarded as being at one end of the spectrum of planning as a profession. At the other end of the spectrum sit the conventional planning sub-disciplines including; land use; transportation; infrastructure; environmental planning; and urban design. Conceptually, professionally, and practically, a large gap separates the two poles (Greed 1999).

Although many planning theorists and practitioners have made significant efforts to integrate social dimensions into planning theory and practice, much work remains to be done. We challenge the perspective that the responsibility of “social planning” rests primarily with “social planners.” Rather, like Greed (1999), we assert that all planners are social planners. As such, we revisit the continuing quest for a holistic approach to planning, what we call integrated planning. While accepting that comprehensiveness is an ideal rather than a readily achievable goal, we nonetheless argue that planners must continue to strive to further integrate social issues and processes into practice.

This paper is the outcome of a roundtable forum in a doctoral planning seminar course at the School of Planning, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada in the fall of 2002.1 The roundtable brought together practitioners, researchers, and students to discuss the shifts in planning theory that address the gap between the social and physical realms. Three Canadian planning practice cases were chosen to reflect a spectrum of planning practice, drawing upon local practitioners and researchers. Through the presentation and discussion of these cases, we asked ourselves whether and how these theoretical shifts have translated into action in planning practice.

This paper expands upon the roundtable forum by discussing several broad shifts in the social sciences, and then by examining the three roundtable case examples to reflect upon integrated planning in practice. We follow Friedmann’s (1987) broad definition of planning as an attempt to link knowledge to action in the public domain. In our view, integrated planning broadens the purview of planning to incorporate social issues, social organization, and social processes into the definition, research, analysis, decision-making, implementation, evaluation, and monitoring steps of planning. We begin by briefly summarizing major conceptual developments in three key fields which have contributed to integration in planning. Next, we look to the research orientations that frame the policy domains in which planners operate. Then, we turn to practice to explore three cases that illustrate integrated planning. Each case describes a scenario in which planners deliberately drew social issues and processes into their decision-making. The cases represent three different geographic locations and planning approaches: the first, ecosystem planning and management in a United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) biosphere reserve; the second, community planning in a rapidly developing northern resource town; and the third, regional planning for homelessness in a medium-sized metropolitan region. Finally, we discuss common strategies, successes, and challenges, highlighting the roles of planners in the integration of social dimensions into planning practice.

Theorizing Integration

In our view, the integration of social dimensions into planning requires emphasis on three main areas: social issues; social organization; and social processes. Integration of all three components is important because planning is carried out by people, for people. Human beings act and interact in various ways that determine how planning takes place. However, human behavior is complex and dynamic. Previous conceptualizations of planning have tried to remove and protect it from the messy world of human behavior. The rational comprehensive planning model was predicated on the belief that rationality was value free and could transcend social and power dynamics (Healey 1996; Wildavsky 1973; Lindblom 1959). Practitioners of this approach understood that by following rationality, planning outcomes would serve everyone, through a single public interest. This attempt to isolate plan-

---

1 The three doctoral students (Hoernig, Leahy, and Zhuang) designed and organized the roundtable. The case data were provided by two practitioners who were actively involved in the homelessness and community-based monitoring cases (respectively, Randall and Whitelaw, also now a doctoral student) and one Master’s student (Earley) whose research investigated the case. The paper was written collaboratively by all six authors.
ning has not been successful. Planners cannot escape social behavior. Social issues, such as poverty, women’s issues, and racial inequality, are infused into the social, political, economic, and environmental systems in which planning operates. If planners claim to address equity, they must examine how these issues are related to their practice. Similarly, planning activities typically take place within multi-stakeholder policy settings that involve participants from public and private sector organizations, non-governmental organizations, and communities. To work effectively in this environment, planners greatly benefit from an understanding of organizational structures and dynamics. Furthermore, regardless of the technical task involved in planning, social processes such as participation, collaboration, communication, and conflict management are part of planners’ interactions with these diverse participants. We now turn to three broad scholarly fields which have addressed the task of integrating social issues, organization, and processes into practice.

Looking first to planning literature, we can see that over the past six decades, many planning theorists have sought to bring a better understanding of social issues, organization, and processes into the purview of mainstream planning practice, education and research. Advocacy and equity planning (Krumholz 1997; Davidoff 1965) feminist planning (Hayden 2002; Moore Milroy and Andrew 1988) multicultural planning (Burayidi 2000; Sandercock 1998; Qadeer 1997), and planning for social difference (Jacobs and Fincher 1998) have explicitly pulled social issues of race, poverty, women, culture, and ethnicity, into planning theory. Similarly, theoretical approaches such as incrementalism (Lindblom 1959); transactional planning (Friedmann 1973), radical planning (Friedmann 1987; Harvey 1973), and communicative planning (Healey 1996; Innes 1995), and a large body of related empirical research on conflict, mediation, politics, and power have highlighted the role of social behavior, relations, and organization in planning decision-making and outcomes.

While these ideas are important to our understanding of integrated planning, planning thought has extensively borrowed from and overlapped with ideas from other fields. We draw attention to two additional parallel streams of thought from community development and organizational development. In community development, as well as related fields such as international development and public health, a set of ideas has advanced around social processes and organization as they relate to communities, beginning with the concept of citizen participation. After various failed community and international development interventions in from the 1950s through the 1970s, scholars and practitioners began to recognize that citizen involvement was criti-
Understanding Integration

The integration of social issues into planning requires not only an acknowledgement of the qualities, structures, and processes of social organization and behavior, but also the research orientations which shape planning decisions and solutions. Research orientations refer to frameworks through which planners define reality, knowledge, and knowledge production. These frameworks determine the ways in which issues are conceptualized and how data are collected and analyzed, which in turn determine how issues are understood and acted upon. These frameworks also direct the skills, techniques, and processes used to make decisions, as well as to train practitioners. We identify two key orientations: the physical/technical; and the social/relational (see Figure 1). We derive these two categories from the orthodox quantitative/positivist and qualitative/interpretivist research paradigms, and further expand them to examine how these orientations influence planners’ definitions of planning issues and their views of experts, stakeholders and community.

Planning has been dominated by what we have termed here the physical/technical orientation to research, as it shares the same philosophical assumptions as the rational comprehensive planning approach. A second orientation, called here the social/relational, has emerged. Our central claim is that this second, complementary orientation needs to play a stronger role in order to achieve more effective integration in planning. In this way, the social/relational orientation in research corresponds with many of the concepts from community and organizational development discussed earlier. For example, participatory approaches are predicated upon an orientation that defines planning problems to include a variety of stakeholders and community members, recognizes multiple constructions of reality, and incorporates a variety of expert and citizen knowledge sources and types (Heron and Reason 1997).

However, we must be cautious in our assumptions about the kinds of planning using these research orientations. For example, social planning can be based almost entirely upon a quantitative and positivist orientation (Courchene 1986) and seemingly physically- and technically-oriented planning exercises (e.g., watershed planning efforts) have taken significant strides in integrating community sources of knowledge and developing collaborative forms of planning and management (Veale 2003).

![Figure 1: Research Orientations](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical/Technical Orientation</th>
<th>Social/Relational Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ontological orientation</td>
<td>Single, definable, knowable reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epistemological orientation</td>
<td>Positivist orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of Issue to be addressed</td>
<td>Overall focus or emphasis on tangible, measurable variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data used</td>
<td>Numeric data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection methods</td>
<td>Quantitative methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View of experts</td>
<td>Formally educated and trained, professional experts highly valued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition and role of stakeholders</td>
<td>Narrowly defined to those interests specifically related to object of planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition and role of community</td>
<td>Community interests largely peripheral to planning and decision-making</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Heron and Reason 1997; Creswell 1994
Practicing Integration

In order to examine integrated planning in practice, we draw upon three cases and ask how planning practice has changed through efforts to integrate social issues and social processes into planning activities. In all three cases, practitioners have had to respond to rapidly changing policy and funding environments. For example, government restructuring has been an important factor in the change towards a more integrated approach. Following major cutbacks to social transfer payments from the Canadian federal government in the early 1990s, the Conservative governments in the provinces of Alberta and Ontario dramatically reorganized responsibilities and funding for public service delivery (Burak 2000). Each case illustrates a strategy of adjustment that responded, in part, to these public sector changes.

CASE 1
Community-based Monitoring for Ecosystem-based Planning in the Long Point World Biosphere Reserve

The first case example examines integration through the development of a community-based monitoring program for the Long Point World Biosphere Reserve (LPWBR). Traditional, environmental monitoring is conducted by environmental planners and scientists, pursuing narrowly defined physical and environmental parameters. The LPWBR community-based monitoring initiative breaks away from this orthodox monitoring framework to address other social, economic, and political issues that are critical to the management of the reserve.

Located on the north shore of Lake Erie, Ontario, Canada, Long Point is a 32 km sand spit, designated by UNESCO's Man and Biosphere Program in 1986 as an example of the Great Lakes coastal ecosystem. The core protected area is comprised of a range of coastal habitats: beaches; sand dunes; grassy ridges; woodlands; and wetlands (Craig et al. 2003).

Biosphere reserves are intended to fulfill three complementary and mutually reinforcing functions: 1) to contribute to the conservation of landscapes, ecosystems, and species and genetic variation; 2) to foster sustainable economic and human development; and 3) to provide logistics support for research, monitoring, education, and information exchange (UNESCO 2004). The biosphere reserve is administered by the Long Point World Biosphere Reserve Foundation. The Foundation secures resources from various sources including government, the private sector, foundations, and from local communities through an annual fund-raising dinner and sponsored adventure activities.

Long Point’s complex management framework involves 19 government agencies with administrative responsibilities, more than 22 government policy and planning documents related to its management, and over 30 organized stakeholder groups (Craig et al. 2003). A 1996 environmental monitoring inventory identified 55 ongoing programs administered by 26 agencies, departments, institutions, and environment non-governmental organizations (Francis et al. 1985). In the past, federal, provincial, and municipal governments pursued their own monitoring and research in relation to their particular jurisdictional mandates. The integration of the conservation, development, and logistic functions of the reserve has been limited and pressure from severe and ongoing budgetary cutbacks has influenced the entire management framework. Not surprisingly, within this complex monitoring, research, and management regime, linkages between research and monitoring specialists and decision-makers have been weak. As a result, the regime has failed to fully integrate research and monitoring results into decision-making processes (Craig et al. 2003).

In response to these concerns and to the downsizing and elimination of governmental monitoring programs, a group of 14 local ecosystem monitoring specialists, local municipal staff, and stewardship volunteers representing ten federal, provincial, and municipal agencies, industry, and environmental non-governmental organizations, formed to establish a community-based monitoring program. The LPWBR community-based monitoring initiative has been guided by a community-based monitoring model developed by Environment Canada and the Canadian Nature Federation, in support of the developing Canadian Community Monitoring Network. The model, based largely upon theories of sustainable development (Gibson 2001; Roseland 2000), has four main components: community mapping; participation assessment; capacity building; and information delivery (Polloch et al. 2003; Whitelaw et al. 2003).

Participants already see numerous benefits stemming from the initiative. In terms of management, they see community monitoring as a means to better integrate environmental, social, and economic issues. For example, linking fishing and hunting with environmental quality or linking environmental management with educational efforts and/or economic development. The initiative has promoted collaboration among participants as peers rather than as competitors. Furthermore, the relationship-building component of the initiative has expanded the social network of participants, improved communication among participating agencies, and enhanced funding opportunities. A key feature of the community monitoring initiative appears to be its ability to pro-
viding a neutral forum where all interested stakeholders can work together.

In order to sustain these advantages, program participants are using a collaborative planning approach to address several challenges including the complex jurisdiction issues, multiple information sources, funding, and existing tensions between participant groups (Craig et al. 2003). This ongoing monitoring initiative exemplifies community leadership working towards the integration of both physical (environmental) and social issues and processes through a community-based planning and management approach.

CASE 2
Cumulative Social Impact of the Athabasca Oil Sands Development and Fort McMurray, Alberta

The second case illustrates integration through the merging of physical infrastructure planning with social services planning, namely childcare services. The case concerns the management of the social impacts of oil sands development on an isolated, resource-dependent community: Fort McMurray, in north-eastern Alberta, Canada. Here, rapid urban development has resulted in a host of social impacts, requiring a planning strategy that acknowledges and addresses the relationships between resource development, rapid urban growth, and social issues.

Before oil sands development began in the 1950s, Fort McMurray was a tiny northern town of 600 people. In 1981, following the opening of the first two major mines, the population shot up to 30,772. By 2002, the population had risen again to 47,240 (Alberta Economic Development 2003). Urban growth in the region shows no signs of diminishing due to a projected CAD $86 billion in regional capital investment in oil sands development over the next decade (Calgary Herald, 5 February 2002).

The development boom has caused a difficult social situation in the city. Labor shortages in the oil sands development industry have resulted in high wages that cannot be matched by other industries, such as the housing construction and government and private service sectors. Affordable housing is desperately needed for those employed by the service industries who do not receive the high wages associated with the oil sands industry. High rates of homelessness accompany summer construction months. Available housing units are exorbitantly expensive, beyond the means of many service, governmental, and NGO employees. As a result, workers are also often in short supply. Other social problems accompanying this frenetic pace of growth include family stress and breakdown, drug and alcohol abuse, prostitution, and other crimes (Earley 2003).

Since 1995, there have been over a dozen oil sands companies operating in the region. As such, social impacts cannot be attributed to any one particular development. Through the Regional Infrastructure Working Group (RIWG), four major institutions are involved in the management of social impact of the oil sand development: 1) the regional government, the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo; 2) the provincial government, the Government of Alberta; 3) the industry regulator, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board; and 4) the oil developers (Earley 2003).

RIWG is an industry-based working group whose primary mandate is to ensure the efficiency of oil sands development. RIWG is not a stakeholder forum. It organizes subcommittees around social and physical issues that its members identify. Government and stakeholders related to each subcommittee are brought into the process through a consultative, non-voting capacity. RIWG’s purpose is to scope out the challenges in regional physical infrastructure, to identify the responsible authorities for dealing with those problems, supply them with the information required from the oil sands companies to deal with the shortfalls, and if appropriate, work with the responsible authority to solve them (Alberta Economic Development 2003). RIWG maintains an urban area population model, fed by confidential development, production, and workforce data from each of the oil sands companies that forms the basis for most planning that is done in the region today.

One example of its work is the development of the Ohpikowin Childcare Center. In 2001, RIWG formed a childcare subcommittee to address the lack of good quality affordable child care in the region due to a lack of suitable facilities and a shortage of qualified personnel. As a result of the subcommittee’s research and co-ordinating efforts, a partnership was formed between two oil sands development companies (Suncor and Syncrude), the YMCA, and Keyano College. Through this partnership, the five-year lease and renovations of a unit in the Keyano College housing complex was donated, along with appropriate furniture, toys, and supplies. The Center will be operated by the YMCA and serve downtown childcare needs in Fort McMurray (Earley 2003).

While the oil sands developers, through RIWG, have been making significant inroads in addressing their cumulative social impacts, many issues remain unresolved. RIWG does not include a spectrum of community representatives nor does its mandate include the protection of community interests. Greater collaboration between government de-
CASE 3
Planning for Homelessness in the Regional Municipality of Waterloo, Ontario

Planning for those who are homeless or at risk of homelessness requires an integration of social planning and affordable housing provision. Planning for affordable housing has traditionally involved capital investment into the “bricks and mortar” of physical affordable housing stock, whereas social planning has addressed the services and supports for those at risk or in need. The case of recent planning initiatives to deal with homelessness in the Regional Municipality of Waterloo (subsequently referred to as the Region) illustrates a third example of how an integrated approach to planning brings together both physical and social planning.

As a result of public sector reform since the mid-1990s, both the Canadian federal and Ontario provincial governments withdrew from direct participation in social housing. Both governments delegated these responsibilities to local (regional and municipal) levels of government. This occurred during a time in which the gap between the poor and wealthy and the number of people who are homeless or at risk of homelessness has continued to increase in Canada (Golden et al. 1999). The root causes of homelessness are varied and complex; they include individual and systemic quality of life barriers such as poverty, increased family breakdown, poor access to services, and poor mental and physical health (Social Planning Council of Kitchener-Waterloo 2001; Bridgeman 1998). In the late 1990s, both the federal and provincial governments responded to homelessness. The federal government did so through the Homelessness Secretariat and its Supporting Community Partners Initiative (subsequently referred to as the Region) illustrates a third example of how an integrated approach to planning brings together both physical and social planning.

As a result of public sector reform since the mid-1990s, both the Canadian federal and Ontario provincial governments withdrew from direct participation in social housing. Both governments delegated these responsibilities to local (regional and municipal) levels of government. This occurred during a time in which the gap between the poor and wealthy and the number of people who are homeless or at risk of homelessness has continued to increase in Canada (Golden et al. 1999). The root causes of homelessness are varied and complex; they include individual and systemic quality of life barriers such as poverty, increased family breakdown, poor access to services, and poor mental and physical health (Social Planning Council of Kitchener-Waterloo 2001; Bridgeman 1998). In the late 1990s, both the federal and provincial governments responded to homelessness. The federal government did so through the Homelessness Secretariat and its Supporting Community Partners Initiative while the Ontario provincial government worked through the Consolidated Municipal Service Manager model.

Several common themes unite these three cases, demonstrating the advantages and challenges of integrated planning, and the roles of planners in its achievement. First, in all three cases, planners expanded their definition of the problem at hand. In Long Point, the problem was broadened to include, not only the technical task of monitoring, but also the issue of fragmentation within a complex management regime.
In Fort McMurray, a regional infrastructure planning group included childcare service provision into its physical infrastructure planning. In the Waterloo region, planners identified a lack of both affordable housing stock and support services as central to the problem of homelessness.

Problem redefinition broadened the spectrum of options available in each case. It also influenced the role, number, and variety of participating stakeholders. In the Long Point case, monitoring became a multi-stakeholder exercise, expanding not only the number and range of actors involved but also the very nature of the task. Through a community-based monitoring approach, participants considered the monitoring needs of a variety of organizations, including non-scientist and non-governmental organizations. As a result, biosphere reserve monitoring will include collection of social, economic, public health, and environmental data. In Fort McMurray, planning for childcare services required RIWG to address shortages in personnel, equipment, and supplies in addition to providing a childcare site. In order to address these needs, a partnership was formed among post-secondary educators, an NGO, oil sands developers, and regional municipal planners. In the Waterloo Region, the expanded view of homelessness required a strategy that involved services and housing specialists, as well as federal, regional, and local NGO representatives. The strategy also expanded its objectives to consider housing construction, support services, and community education.

In these three cases, the redefinition of planning problems, the spectrum of options, and the number and variety of participants involved, lead to the development of social capital and social learning. The planning activities involved in each case brought together agencies and stakeholders creating new networks, new communication patterns and new problem-solving strategies. United by shared interests and goals, these expanded networks brought together groups that had never worked together previously, facilitating access to new resources and untapped networks. This expansion of multi-stakeholder interaction and participation demonstrates Putnam’s (2000) concept of the “bridging”; type of social capital through a broadening of participants’ “network of engagement” (Murray 2000). Social learning is also evident in each case. Problem redefinition, resulting in fundamental changes in problem-solving strategies and incorporating new sources of knowledge, illustrates Argyris and Schön’s (1978) concept of “double-loop learning”. This adaptability, in response to shifting political, social and economic climates, reflects a central characteristic of social learning (Friedmann 1987).

Key barriers to integrated planning illustrated in these three cases relate to the social and political processes required by participatory and collaborative planning approaches. These processes create a new-familiar list of issues: jurisdictional issues tied to mandates; authority and privacy; organizational culture issues such as the establishment of common language and understanding of interests, shared values, institutional memory, experience, and trust; information-sharing structures, processes and protocols; appropriate and effective communication channels; and funding arrangements (Margerum 2002; Landsbergen and Wolken 2001; Selin and Chavez 1995; Gray 1989).

What does this set of cases have to say about the roles of planners in furthering the integration of social issues and processes into practice? These cases cast the planner into two principal roles: as enabler; and as facilitator of relationships. Planners enabled integrative planning by providing various supports (e.g., administrative, personnel, and financial). As generalists, planners also played a bridging role horizontally across disciplines and fields, between public, private, and civic organizations, and vertically through national, provincial, regional, and local governments.

Practitioners in each of the cases demonstrated many of the qualities and skills required to engage in multi-stakeholder planning and management. As the vast literature on collaboration, conflict resolution, consensus-building, and facilitation discusses these characteristics at length, we would like instead to highlight two further qualities. The first quality is the ability of planners to practice *carpe diem* planning; that is, the knack to recognize and act upon circumstances that are conducive to positive change. In the above cases, government restructuring set the stage for actors to change the status quo and initiate innovative planning approaches. However, although public sector restructuring served as a catalyst, it was planners’ will to take action that was ultimately responsible for these shifts in practice.

Adaptability is the second quality present in planners in each case. Given the turbulence and uncertainty that often accompanies public sector practice, planners must not only respond actively to new opportunities, but they also must be able to initiate change that is appropriate to both the context and issues at hand. Planners demonstrated versatility and flexibility in the redefinition of their practice, including collaborative problem-solving and decision-making.
Conclusion

We began this exercise by critiquing the view that planners plan for use, not people. We asserted that this view creates a false dichotomy and argued that all planning should incorporate social issues and processes into practice. We asked, to what extent does current planning practice reflect the recent turn in planning theory? We traced this shift through parallel movements in planning theory, community development, and organizational development, which emphasize the understanding and incorporation of community and inter- and intra-organizational dynamics into planning practice. We observed that a physical/technical orientation has dominated planning practice, although a social/relational orientation has been gaining currency in recent decades. Using a cross-section of three cases from Canadian planning practice, we have illustrated how a social/relational orientation can be successfully merged with a physical/technical approach to planning, leading to a more holistic approach to planning practice.

We remain cautiously optimistic in our conclusions about the status of efforts to plan with and for people. In community-based monitoring for the Long Point World Biosphere Reserve, regional infrastructure planning in Fort McMurray and in planning for homelessness in the Waterloo Region, the combination of public sector restructuring and the capacity of practitioners to reinvent their practice resulted in an integration of social issues and processes into planning. Integrative planning involved problem redefinition leading to the expansion of the strategies used and stakeholders participating in implementation. Planners participated as enablers and relationship facilitators. In order to fulfill these roles, planners’ skill sets must stretch beyond the technical skills typified by rational comprehensive planning into fields such as organizational behavior and community development, to address group dynamics, conflict management, collaboration, and communication. It is also critical that planners be flexible in defining and playing out their roles in the complex policy environments that frame their work.

This paper suggests several future directions for planning research. First, while we link changes in planning theory and research orientations to the movement towards integrated planning, we did not directly investigate the ways in which these two shifts have been responsible for the integrated planning presented here. Second, due to the small number of cases examined here, we cannot comment on the prevalence of this shift among planning organizations or practitioners generally. Given the considerable financial constraints and the reduced capacity of downsized government organizations, as well as the resource- and time-intensive requirements of integrative planning, we question the extent to which it can be sustained in the long-run. Subsequent research is needed to further investigate questions regarding the frequency and distribution of these types of changes across the spectrum and geography of planning practice, as well as to further explore the factors that contribute to and sustain integrative practice. Pedagogical research in planning can also further explore how the education and professional development training of planning practitioners can develop planners’ skill sets relative to the social and organizational contexts in which planners work.

The long-term sustainability of planning practice that incorporates social issues and processes may lie in the degree to which this approach results in benefits for planners, planning organizations, and/or the communities that they serve. Ultimately, any true movement towards integrative planning will be largely dependent upon the societal recognition of the value of such an approach. Nevertheless, as planning practitioners, researchers, and educators, we all have a significant role to play in its endorsement and realization.
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